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Screen Tight Launches Garage Door Screening System and Multi-

Track Screening System at IBS 2024 
New applications offer remodelers installation customization and homeowners new 

ways to enjoy indoor-outdoor living. 

  
GEORGETOWN, S.C., February 26, 2024 – Screen Tight, a leading manufacturer in the 
outdoor screen industry, will showcase two new products at the 2024 International Builder’s 
Show (booth C4248): a garage door screening system and a multi-track screening system.  
 
Garage Door Screening System by Screen Tight 

• Introduces a new, innovative application that transforms a garage into an indoor-outdoor 
living area by incorporating a screening system with a series of folding doors. 

• Features patented Green Eagle-reinforced technology, making the profile up to 20 times 
stronger with the use of a high-value composite laminate material made from carbon 
fiber. 

• Includes stainless steel hardware. 

• Made to be easily installed and easily removable as needed. 
 
Multi-Track Screening System by Screen Tight 

• Features three different install methods for the Screen Tight product: surface mount, 
interior mount and Flex Screen removable screen, – dependent on installer need and 
homeowner preference.  

o Surface mount: Screen Tight is applied as usual facing the outside and on the 
outer edge of the framing. 

o Interior mount: The screen is held to the frame by a trim piece which secures the 
mesh as opposed to rolling spline. There is also a corner system that eliminates 
the need to miter the corners, making it a great fit for columns and arches. 

o Flex Screen mount: The screen panels are attached to a flexible steel frame 
which eliminates the typical way screens are held into windows. Simply install 
screens when you want them and remove them when you don’t. 

• Consists of low profiles, no exposed fasteners, and a ¾-inch trim for an architectural 
finish. 

• Made from durable, outdoor grade PVC. 
 
“Screen Tight was first introduced in 1990 at the Annual Convention of the National Association 
of Home Builders in Atlanta. Since the very first show, we’ve listened to our customers’ 
feedback and have consistently offered new systems for screening outdoor areas like porches. 



Multi-Track is the result of that feedback: one profile allows for multiple ways to attach screen,” 
said Guerry Green, owner and founder of Screen Tight. “Multi-Track was designed with the 
installer and homeowner in mind, and we’re thrilled to introduce it to the pros at IBS this year.” 
 
To learn more, stop by booth C4248 at this year’s International Builder’s Show or visit 
screentight.com. 
 

### 
  
About Screen Tight 
For over 30 years, Screen Tight has been the leading innovator in the outdoor screen industry. 
The company created the first ever non-aluminum porch framing system, reinvented the method 
of attaching screens for outdoor areas, and redefined the screen door market by introducing its 
patented solid vinyl screen door. Screen Tight also offers PVC column wraps, solid foam PVC, 
metal and wood screen doors, plus a variety of products using advanced composite co-
extrusion technology. To learn more, visit screentight.com. 
 
About Green Eagle 
Made in Georgetown, South Carolina, by founder Guerry Green, Green Eagle Reinforced 
technology makes plastic profiles up to 20 times stronger and can be used in decking, siding, 
windows, doors, railings and more. Its sustainable manufacturing process converts materials 
like carbon fiber, fiberglass or natural to a high-value composite that can easily be inserted into 
plastic profiles during the extrusion process. To learn more, visit greeneagleus.com. 
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